
Soundtrack

Tina Turner - River Deep, Mountain High 
Peggy Lee - Jump for Joy 
21 Pilots - Stressed Out 

Alabama - Mountain Music
Loretta Lynn - High on a mountain top
Osborne Brothers - Rocky Top
Neil Young - Sugar Mountain
Dolly Parton - My Tennessee Mountain Home 
Blue’s Traveller - The Mountains Win Again
Alan Jackson - Blue Ridge Mountain Song
Marvin Gaye - Ain’t No Mountain High Enough

Cover - It’s the Climb 
Craig Cardiff - Not my Monkeys

Staff Will Need: pens and journals, 

You Will Need:  blankets for mountain (or whatever supplies you want to 
use to build it), newsprint, projector and speaker, post it notes (at least 5 
per person), printouts for each group (see end) sealed in envelopes and 
numbered for each group, candles (1 per person), matches, cardboard 
from recycling for making props
A&C supplies (scissors, glue, tape, construction paper, cotton balls, pipe 
cleaners, and any other odds and ends you want to get rid of from Arts ’n 
Crafts :)),

Divide Staff into 8 groups prior to start  (mix and match wisely)

Prep ahead of time:  
the mountain - create a 3D mountain in the rear of your meeting space.  
It should be about 4’ high and maybe 3 or 4’ around at the bottom.  It 
should have many peaks and valleys (we used small benches under 
blankets but you can get really creative here if you wish!)
the joy mountain - use newsprint to draw and cut out a 2D 5’ high 
mountain
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the stress mountain - you can use paper cups that they can stack to build 
a mountain or building blocks(not by placing one inside the other) - you 
do not need to do this one ahead of time!  (and don’t forget to recycle!!)
the challenge mountain - create a paper cone mountain about 3’ high
the candle tower - use a bench to place candles on during the time
have benches or chairs handy for the learning mountain (or whatever 
other props you may wish to use)
think of a mistake you have made this week

Announcement (prior to session) ~ 
Please bring:  and extra pair of shoes, pens, journals; tell them their 
groups
5 mins.
8 groups - line up outside/frontload

are you excited to get your training going?
who are our first year staff?
tell me ways that staff behave during training?
return staff - anything to add?
so let’s decide that as staff we will all behave as if this is the day we will 
be remembered and let’s make this an amazing day!

(play River Deep, Mountain High as they enter) 
Enter space in groups and circle up

Before we begin…I would like to tell you a little bit about my history and 
why this place and what you are doing this summer is so important to me 
(share very briefly your story)

SLIDE

15 mins.

So, welcome.  I would like you to take a look around you.  This is it……
what you have been waiting for.  You are now a member of this new 
community.  For some of you, you may have experienced staff training 
before, for others, you have been waiting years to stand together as staff in 
this room and for still others, this may be something you never thought 
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about or heard about before last month.  But here you are…….. a new 
beginning for all of us.  For never before and never again will this exact 
group of people gather in this place the way they will for this camp season.

Connection is why we’re here.  It’s what gives meaning and purpose to our 
lives. This is what it’s all about.  So let’s do some connecting.

Pass the Peace  - In a moment but not yet, (IAMBNY), I will invite you to 
shake hands and introduce yourself to 5 different people in the circle 
(preferably ones you don’t know very well).

frontload - firm handshake/good eye contact/genuine
on the screen there are 5 sentences I would like you to share with your 
partners -  1 with each partner and then move on to the next person (in 
the following order please)

SLIDE - goals, hopes, dreams

with partner #1, I would like you to share 1 dream you have for yourself 
for today
#2 - this week
#3 - this summer
#4 - the next 5 years
#5 - the next 15 years

Did you learn anything really cool about people today?
Ask for a few volunteers to share.

Our Joys:
our goal for the next few hours is to think about your summer, your time 
together, your mission
you’ve already started by sharing some of your hopes and dreams
I am sure you all are looking ahead to a summer full of joy and fulfillment 
because THAT is what makes life amazing
so let’s figure out what brings each of us joy

SLIDE - FIND JOY
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post it notes (1 joy per post it) - I will give you 2 minutes to write down as 
many as you can
when the music starts, you can come up and place them here
place notes on mountain (the things that bring you a little joy on the 
bottom, more joy in the middle and most on top)
PLAY JUMP FOR JOY
when folks are finished, read a few out 

15 mins.
So…why can’t we just say this is great?  Here is a list of things to do 
this summer that will bring us joy and we’re out.  Done.  Ready for 
summer.  Let’s do all of these things and it will all be wonderful!

Because there is not always just JOY.  There are a whole lot of others 
things to deal with too.

Believe it or not, in a community such as this, there may be a little stress 
every now and then.

Please take a moment to TIBYT (think it before you talk) your stresses (or 
people your age’s stresses).

SLIDE - STRESSED OUT

When the music starts, please come into the centre here and put a cup 
down to represent your stress and then head back to your spot.

grab a cup OR a block (or whatever you want to use) 
build a tower in front of joy mountain
PLAY STRESSED OUT
Ask in a large group debrief:  WHAT DID YOU NAME? 
If you have used paper or styrofoam cups (or camp cups), use your foot 
to show how precariously the cups are balanced and when we have a lot 
of stress, it can easily topple us over (knock cups over)

15 mins.
We have all this joy we want in our lives and all this stress gets in the 
way.  We are looking for the joy and fulfillment but we must often deal 
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with stress and pressures to find the joy.  EVERY DAY CAN BE A 
CHALLENGE.  But that’s okay, ‘cause you folk know about 
challenges.

SLIDE 5 - CHALLENGES

What challenges have you overcome? 
What did you find difficult to do at first that now you can do? 

ask for 2 volunteers to write on the challenges mountain

Let’s start with the easy stuff.  (have the group share their answers and 
have the 2 volunteers write up the mountain - that will be a challenge in 
itself).  Have them write the easier once at the bottom and the harder ones 
as they go up.

Share some of the easier to hard up the mountain

How did we feel about the harder challenges before we conquered them? 
How do we feel after?

So overcoming challenges makes us feel what?:
strong
smart
empowered
confident
grateful

10 mins.

You’ve overcome challenges and it is liberating and sometimes life 
changing.  It helps us deal with stress and pressures.

HOW DID WE OVERCOME THESE CHALLENGES?  
I think there are at least 3 categories from the challenges you’ve listed 
and I would like us to take a look at them in closer detail.
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#1
Learning Skills is one way to overcome a challenge and do something 
you couldn’t before. - benches

SLIDE 6 - LEARNING SKILLS

share in your 8 groups HOW you’ve learned specific skills 
then decide what categories are obvious from your list (ex. taking a 
course)
we’ll come back together in a few minutes and share the categories 
we’ve come up with

As they share, ask for …
1 person from each group to grab a bench and let us know 1 of the 
categories
use benches to represent what you decided were the categories and 
have the staff build a mountain with benches (or whatever you’ve got to 
show things grow as we learn)

10 mins.
#2
Mentors - shoes

SLIDE 7 - MENTORS

Mentors are people who have connected with us, taught us, shared 
their wisdom, been there to help us reflect)

wibyt (write it before you talk) who some of your mentors are
wibyt what did they teach you
give them time to do this
we are going to say their names aloud
pick at least 2 things from your list
bring shoes with you and stand in a circle 
Ask for volunteers to share aloud the names of their mentors
now ask them to say aloud 2 of the things they have been taught as you 
build the shoe mountain (1 per shoe)
explain you chose shoes for this mountain because we are walking in 
their footsteps
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15 mins.
#3
Mistakes  - you will need candles and matches

we all make ‘em but for some reason we don’t like to admit it
I made a mistake this week
who else made a mistake this week?
I made THIS mistake this week (share one of your mistakes)
who is willing to share?
congrats to the people who are willing to be vulnerable
in all my work with young adults these days, I come across this pressure 
to be perfect
not sure where this need for perfection came from
any ideas? 
allow time to share
(cultural? your parents told you you are perfect - good intentions)
those of us who have gone before you, teachers, parents, camp 
directors, camp consultants, friends, grandmas…we all want to see you 
become strong, confident, well-adjusted, thriving, happy adults
somehow your generation has mixed up confident with perfect

SLIDE 8 - (get out candles!!!)

What we really need to tell you is that gaining confidence is all about self-
discovery and self-discovery is hard work, it won’t be easy, there will be 
struggles, and it will take a life time but self-discovery is never perfect.

self-discovery is a journey and it’s messy and complicated but never 
perfect
I came across this word…FLAWSOME

SLIDE - FLAWSOME

let’s add it to our lexicon of camp words
before we move on, let us agree to work on embracing our mistakes

SLIDE -  EMBRACE

let’s have a moment for all the mistakes we’ve made and for what they’ve 
taught us
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SLIDE 11 - NOT PERFECTION

light your candle and then have them in turn light the person’s beside 
them in the circle
have a moment of silence where they then come forward and place the 
lit candles on a bench or table

45 mins.

Okay…so trying to just focus on joy this summer just got a whole lot 
more complicated.  Look at all these mountains, big and small, and 
we’ve only touched the surface of things we need to think about for a 
summer of growth and difference making.  Not to mention a whole life 
of it.

Life (and the mountains we will encounter) are Complicated
and messy
and interesting
and not always pretty

I think we better examine this a little more closely - let’s get a bird’s eye 
view of it all.

SWITCH SLIDE

Our journey in life is like climbing a mountain.  As we think about our life’s 
journey on the mountains, many of us like to think of it like this:

SLIDE:  sound of music  

When, in reality, our journey is more like this one:

SLIDE:  mountain ice climber 

And life is not the mountains we drew in kindergarten with 1 peak but the 
ones like this…
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SLIDE:  More like mountain ranges

With peaks and valleys and rivers and forests and trails and dangers 

I want us to delve into this further and I need your help.

Each of your groups will be responsible for creating part of our 
mountain both physically AND metaphorically.

Each group has an envelope with complete instructions.  

SLIDE - INSTRUCTIONS

choose a facilitator to make sure everyone’s ideas are heard and you are 
staying on task
physically create the props you need to explain your part of the mountain 
using the supplies behind you
have a discussion in your group (either as you go or when you are 
finished) about how what you are building is a metaphor for how we 
make the climb (for our life’s journey up the mountain)
as you go, you can add your props to the mountain - no need to wait for 
me to give you a signal
each group can work around all sides (perhaps only 1 or 2 people from 
your group will be able to fit around the mountain so think about that)
you have 30 minutes
you will then have an opportunity - 2 minutes per group - to show off your 
creativity and teach us about your metaphors (so choose 1 person to be 
your spokesperson)

Play Alabama through Marvin Gaye while they are creating their part 
of the mountain.

BLOW OUT THE CANDLES (without them noticing so the wax has 
time to set)

15 mins.

Have each group share
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SLIDES - 1-8  (show one slide as each group shares)
After they have shared what they have created AND their metaphors, 
wrap things up:

It’s as if many millennials are standing at the foot of a mountain and they 
can see what they want - to make an impact or find fulfillment - they can 
see the summit.

What many can’t seem to see is the mountain.  At camp, we want to learn 
to see the mountain and to do our best with it and learn from it and enjoy 
every moment and every lesson.

5 mins.
Take a moment to wibyt 

What did you learn about your journey and did anything change for you 
today?

(play The CLIMB while they are writing)

After a few moments, explain this is how you grow.

SLIDE: THIS IS HOW YOU GROW

10 mins.
What does what you learned today mean for this summer here at camp?

Group debrief
Explain this (all that you have just talked about) is your purpose

SLIDE: THIS IS YOUR PURPOSE

5 mins.
Let’s look out at your vistas. Here on the mountains, you are likely ahead of 
your campers on the trails simply because you have been at it longer.  

What do you need to think about? TIBYT
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What vistas do you want to see this summer? 
What will your legacy be?

Give them a moment in silence to think.

Tell them, this is your impact.
SLIDE: THIS IS YOUR IMPACT

Share this quote:
“I have walked that long road to freedom. I have tried not to falter; I have 
made missteps along the way. But I have discovered the secret that after 
climbing a great hill, one only finds that there are many more hills to climb. I 
have taken a moment here to rest, to steal a view of the glorious vista that 
surrounds me, to look back on the distance I have come. But I can only rest 
for a moment, for with freedom come responsibilities, and I dare not linger, 
for my long walk is not ended.”  ― Nelson Mandela

SLIDE: LEGACY

Now, before we go, let’s take a moment to reinforce the idea that we grow 
through our struggles, our struggles develop our strengths and that the 
mistakes we make - we can turn them upside down to create stepping 
stones on our journey.

So as we finish up today, let’s IAMBNY go a few at a time, chose a candle 
and place it upside down on the mountain…our stepping stones on the 
path up the mountain.  We can use them as stepping stones that light the 
path for ourselves AND all those around us.

PLAY NOT MY CIRCUS

SLIDE: CAMP

Thanks for the session, friends
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GROUP 1
Your task is to create the physical terrain and creatures you will find in 
the mountains.
(ex. mountain passes, streams, forests, rocks, birds, billy goats, etc.,  :))

How do these things you create metaphorically represent our lives’ 
journeys?

GROUP 7
Other Climbers

Your task is to create others climbers we might encounter on the 
mountain.  What do we need to be aware of?  What could go right?  What 
could go wrong?

How can these things you create metaphorically represent our lives’ 
journeys?

GROUP 8
Vistas

Your task is to create the vistas (the views) that we could see from 
various peaks on the mountain.

How can these things you create metaphorically represent our lives’ 
journeys?

GROUP 2
Your task is to create the weather and climates found in the mountains.  
(ex. wind, rain, sun, snow, altitude concerns, etc.)

How do these things you create metaphorically represent our lives’ 
journeys?

(I downloaded some info from the internet for this group and added to their 
instructions)
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What is the climate like on mountains?
The temperature on mountains becomes colder the higher the altitude gets.
Mountains tend to have much wetter climates than the surrounding flat 
land.

What is the weather like on mountains?
Mountain weather conditions can change dramatically from one hour to the 
next. For example, in just a few minutes a thunder storm can roll in when 
the sky was perfectly clear, and in just a few hours the temperatures can 
drop from extremely hot temperatures to temperatures that are below 
freezing.

Why do mountains receive more rainfall?
They receive more rainfall than low lying areas because the temperature on 
top of mountains is lower than the temperature at sea level. 

Winds carry moist air over the land. When air reaches the mountain, it rises 
because the mountains are in the way. As the air rises, it cools, and 
because cool air can carry less moisture than warm air, there is usually 
precipitation (rain).

Is the climate on mountains the same at the bottom as at the top?
No, the climate on a mountain varies depending on what altitude (how high) 
you are up a mountain. At the foothills (near the bottom) there may be a 
tropical climate, whilst the peaks (the very top of mountains) may be 
covered in ice. The uppermost level of mountains is often bare rock and 
snow. Tibet and the Himalayas and other mountain ranges such as the 
Rocky Mountains or the Andes are good examples of this.

Why do we sometimes see snow on the top of mountains?
You can often see snow on the top of mountains all year round, because 
the temperature at the top of mountains is lower than at the bottom. The 
higher the place is above sea level the colder it will be.

Some mountains reach higher than the clouds. At this altitude the extreme 
cold and high winds cause blizzards.

Why does the temperature become colder the higher up a Mountain?
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Generally the climate on mountains get progressively colder with increased 
altitude (the higher up you go). This happens because as altitude 
increases, air becomes thinner and is less able to absorb and retain heat. 
The cooler the temperature the less evaporation there is, meaning that 
there is more moisture in the air.

Air pressure decreases with altitude. As a result of the reduced air 
pressure, rising air expands and cools.

What effect does the climate have on mountains?
Because of the rapid changes in altitude and temperature along a mountain 
slope, multiple ecological zones are “stacked” upon one another sometimes 
ranging from dense tropical jungles to glacial ice within a few kilometres.

What effect do mountains have on surrounding land?
Mountains can affect the climate of nearby lands. In some areas, 
mountains block rain, so that one side of a mountain range may be rainy 
and the other side may be a desert.

Rain Shadow
Much of airborne moisture falls as rain on the windward side of mountains. 
This often means that the land on the other side of the mountain (the 
leeward side) gets far less rain—an effect called a "rain shadow"—which 
often produces a desert.

The higher the mountain, the more pronounced the rain shadow effect is 
and the less likely rain will fall on the leeward side.
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GROUP 3
Your task is to create climbers and the equipment they use to climb 
mountains and rock faces.  

How do these things you create metaphorically represent our lives’ 
journeys?

(a little info to help you out - downloaded from the internet)

Rock climbing is a physically and mentally demanding sport, one that often 
tests a climber's strength, endurance, agility and balance along with mental 
control. It can be a dangerous activity and knowledge of proper climbing 
techniques and usage of specialized climbing equipment is crucial for the 
safe completion of routes.

Most climbers choose to wear specialized rubber climbing shoes which are 
often of a smaller size than their normal street shoes in order to improve 
sensitivity towards foot placements and use the tightness to their 
advantage. 

Climbing chalk (MgCO3) is commonly used as a drying agent to minimize 
sweating of the hands. Most other equipment is of a protective nature. 
Rock climbing is inherently dangerous, so to minimize the potential 
consequences resulting from a fall, climbers use protection. 

The most basic protective equipment is a climbing rope. Climbing pioneers 
would attach the rope to themselves; in the event of a fall, the rope would 
usually cause injury to the climber in the hope that it prevented death. 

With advances in technology came the development of specialized 
harnesses, carabiners which are used for clipping into belay and rappel 
anchors and connecting gear, and belay devices which are used to catch a 
falling climber, hold or lower a climber and for rappelling. 

Eventually, the placement of bolts with the use of quickdraws led to the rise 
of sport climbing. Traditional climbers developed the spring-loaded 
camming device, which increased safety over chocks, hexes, and pitons. 
Some climbers choose to wear a specialized climbing helmet to protect 
them from falling rocks or equipment or head injuries from crashing into 
rocks.
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GROUP 4 
Styles

Your task is to create climbers who represent the following 3 styles and 
then determine how to explain them metaphorically in our lives’ journeys.

In How to Rock Climb, John Long notes that for moderately skilled climbers 
simply getting to the top of a route is not enough; how one gets to the 
top matters.In rock climbing, style refers to the method of ascending the 
cliff. 

There are three main styles of climbing: on-sight, flash, and redpoint. 

To on-sight a route is to ascend the wall without aid or any foreknowledge. 
It is considered the way to climb with the most style. 

Flashing is similar to on-sighting, except that the climber has previous 
information about the route including talking about the plan with other 
climbers. 

Redpointing means to make a free ascent of the route after having first 
tried it.

GROUP 5
Your task is to show us the impact mountain climbers have on mountains.  
(ex., rock falls, avalanches, etc.)

How can these things you create metaphorically represent our lives’ 
journeys?

(here’s a little info to help you out - you don’t need to use it all)
Although many climbers adhere to "minimal impact" and "leave no trace" 
practices, rock climbing is sometimes damaging to the environment. 
Common environmental damages include: soil erosion, breaking rock 
features, chalk accumulation, litter, abandoned bolts and ropes, human 
excrement, introduction of foreign plants through seeds on shoes and 
clothing, as well as damage to native plant species (especially those 
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growing in cracks and on ledges as these are often intentionally removed 
during new route development through a process commonly referred to as 
cleaning).
Clean climbing is a style of rock climbing which seeks to minimize some of 
the aesthetically damaging side effects of some techniques used in trad 
climbing and more often, aid climbing by avoiding using equipment such as 
pitons, which damage rock.
Climbing can also interfere with raptor nesting, since the two activities often 
take place on the same precipitous cliffs. Many climbing area land 
managers institute nesting season closures of cliffs known to be used by 
protected birds of prey like eagles, falcons and osprey.[18]
Many non-climbers also object to the appearance of climbing chalk marks, 
anchors, bolts and slings on visible cliffs. Since these features are small, 
visual impacts can be mitigated through the selection of neutral, rock-
matching colors for bolt hangers, webbing and chalk. The use of certain 
types of climbing gear is banned altogether at some crags due to the risk of 
damage to the rock face. In such cases, climbers use knotted slings and 
ropes for climbing protection.
Blowtorching is another climbing induced impact that effects the rocks 
themselves. Blowtorching is when a climber uses a blowtorch to dry holds 
on a wet route. This mainly happens in areas that tend to have wet climbing 
conditions. Blowtorching is not only detrimental to the rock itself and can 
have permanent damage but it also leaves a very large burn mark that 
most non-climbers would object to the appearance of.

Rock climbing is an activity in which participants climb up, down or across 
natural rock formations or artificial rock walls. The goal is to reach the 
summit of a formation or the endpoint of a usually pre-defined route without 
falling. 

Due to the length and extended endurance required and because accidents 
are more likely to happen on descent than ascent, Rock Climbers do not 
usually climb back down the route. It is very rare for a climber to 
downclimb, especially on the larger multiple pitches (class III- IV and /or 
multi-day grades IV-VI climbs).
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GROUP 6
Your task is to create the injuries climbers can sustain while climbing 
mountains and rock faces. (you will need to, of course, create a few 
climbers so you can show the injuries)

How can these things you create metaphorically represent our lives’ 
journeys?
Injuries

(here’s a little info to help you out)
Injuries in rock climbing are mainly sports injuries that occur due to falls or 
overuse. Injuries due to falls are relatively uncommon; the vast majority of 
injuries result from overuse, most often occurring in the fingers, elbows, 
and shoulders.[10] Such injuries are often no worse than torn calluses, 
cuts, burns and bruises. There are a number of skincare products 
specifically for climbers available in the market. However, overuse 
symptoms, if ignored, may lead to permanent damage especially to 
tendons, tendon sheaths, ligaments, and capsules. Injuries from lead 
climbing are common.
Planning your climb, knowing your partner, talking about your climb, 
checking your equipment and the conditions of the rocks, checking the 
weather, using good judgement and always paying attention minimize the 
risk of injury.
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